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It doesn’t seem very long since we were commenting on the new foliage on the trees and how everything was turning green and
now we are noticing how we are having to put the chickens away for the night earlier and earlier. Each year the seasons seem to
come and go that much more quickly. It is a busier than usual Summer in the office, there is usually a slow down in registrati ons
on courses as people focus on holidays and enjoying the better weather but not so much this year. We have noticed a slight drop
in new students but generally speaking we have been kept on our toes with a steady flow of new students all Summer.
Apart from the administration that goes on daily with the students and their courses we have a steady stream of inspections and
compliance tests to undergo. Over the last couple of months we have had a VAT inspection followed by PCI DSS compliance
(credit card and security of personal data) tests and soon the biannual NCFE accreditation inspection. We also continue with our
own animals and of course, the wildlife rescue (the photo below shows David with a sparrow hawk, our latest release. Our longest serving resident is still Bonnie, the one winged buzzard, who we believe may be the oldest buzzard in the UK. She has been
with us for twelve years and she came as a mature adult early in 2004 and the average lifespan in the wild is around eight years.
Our annual price review has concluded that there will be a price freeze on all email delivered courses, keeping them at 2014
prices but posted courses will increase by £3.50 per module to cover increased production and postage costs.

New Course Development

David gets the ‘look’ from a sparrowhawk with attitude.
This rescued bird had to be released several miles away
from the centre because it had an eye on our pigeon
population and her intentions were not honourable.
Sparrowhawks are the UKs most common bird of prey,
the smaller males generally take finch sized birds but
the larger females will take blackbirds, thrushes and
even pigeons.

Two more new courses have just been launched:
Professional Day Care Operator Diploma
We have just launched our Professional Day Care Operator
programme in support of the ever growing popularity of this
activity. While some of these new businesses are properly
prepared to offer the sort of care that we would expect when
paying to have our dogs cared for others are not. This course
provides the essential knowledge required to run such a facility in a professional manner ahead of any potential standards
that could well be coming. For more details see http://
www.compass-education.co.uk/Professiona…/csc-dayc.htm It
will be presented for NCFE accreditation in the coming weeks.
Veterinary Practice Management
This course is aimed at the veterinary nurse, nursing assistant
or even the experienced receptionist who is already in practice but finds themselves having to take on wider duties. It is
a single (large) module and covers the most important topics
of practice management. Details of this course are not yet
available on the website.

The Compass Carbon Footprint
We have always tried to do our bit when it comes to minimising our carbon footprint.
Years ago we were amongst the first to introduce courses delivered by email, this was a
big step at the time but now it is the norm. We still recycle where possible and any documents that go out by post are printed on 100% recycled paper.
As a way of countering the unavoidable creation of greenhouse gases Compass plants
several hundred trees annually and this year will be no exception with preparations
starting in October. Over its lifetime a single tree can absorb around a tonne of carbon
dioxide. The emphasis this year will be on Scots Pine, Willow and Birch trees.
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2016 Annual Canine Behaviour and Training Society
Seminar

For Tickets and enquiries please visit:
tcbts.co.uk

Poisons for cats in the Garden
With the summer here, now is the perfect time to get outdoors!
Many of us spend this time of year enjoying and maintaining our
gardens, which may include putting down weedkillers to keep our
lawns in tip-top condition. However, what you might not know is
that these products and the herbicidal compounds that they contain, can be harmful, even fatal, to cats.
As part of the charity International Cat Care’s Keeping Cats Safe
campaign, the danger to cats from weedkiller products is being
highlighted in the month of August.
Cats can become exposed to weedkillers during or soon after their
use by walking on or brushing against treated grass and plants, and
then grooming, walking in or licking up spills or drips, chewing
treated plants or (rarely) via 'spray drift'.
Although there are a wide range of garden weedkillers on the market, they only contain a few different herbicidal compounds. These
are: glyphosphate, chlorophenoxy derivatives, ferrous sulphate
and fatty acids. Exposure to these chemicals can lead to a wide
range of symptoms such as vomiting, diarrhoea, anorexia, eye and
skin irritation and a high temperature. In extreme cases poisoning
from weedkillers can be fatal; for example glyphosphate exposure
can lead to extreme respiratory problems which can result in
death.
If you think your cat has been exposed to a weedkiller and it is
showing any of the symptoms of poisoning, you should seek veterinary advice immediately. It is important to find out which particular product a cat may have been exposed to, noting the name and/
or ingredients, so that if the cat requires treatment the vet can
decide which is the best approach.
International Cat Care’s advice is to always read the packaging on
herbicidal products and use them according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. It may be difficult to prevent access to these products
in free roaming cats, so if you are concerned that your cat may
come into contact with any weedkiller you apply, it may be best to
avoid their use and stick to manual removal of weeds.
More information on herbicides can be found on a pesticides database which is freely available on the internet. For this database
and more information on the risks of herbicides see: http://
icatcare.org/advice/keeping-cats-safe-campaign/weedkillers
Full details about the Keeping Cats Safe campaign, which is supported by Agria Pet Insurance and the Veterinary Poisons Information Service (VPIS), can also be found at: http://icatcare.org/
keeping-cats-safe
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Urban Search and Rescue
When people talk about Search
and Rescue Dogs, you would be
forgiven if that created a picture
of dogs and handlers working in
remote landscapes on moorland
or mountains. The fact is that
more and more callouts are for
urban searches as the stories below illustrate.
Kent Search And Rescue were called out by Kent Police and
deployed on Tuesday 12th April 2016 at 13:20 to look for a
Missing Male aged 74 living with onset dementia.
The Team deployed to a location in Chatham and sent out
various resources including foot teams, mobile teams for
road search and an NSARDA dog team.
Within 1 hour of deployment the missing male was located
safe and well by the dog team in their search area. The dog
team comprised Dog Handler Mick Desmond, Dog Support
Claire Gillanders and border collie cross Red. The missing
person had wandered into a
partially wooded area of scrubland less than 1k of their home
address. The missing person
was very wet from having been
out in the open overnight and
was suffering from hypothermia but otherwise fit and well.
Claire looked after the elderly
gentleman whilst medical resources were dispatched to
their location and Mick rewarded Red for his most excellent
find. The Search Manager on
this search was indeed fellow
dog handler Stuart Kenny who
was not able to deploy with his
search dog Sky, a hovawart, as he needed to manage the
search alongside the Police Search Advisor.
A great result for an NSARDA qualified dog team, Kent
Search and Rescue, Kent Police and of course the missing
person and their family.
On another occasion this year Dave Barley with his search
dog Red from the Stafford team were called out to search
for a 38 year old missing man whose family had discovered
a suicide note. After five hours of initial investigation and
police dog and helicopter searches the Stafford Search and
Rescue Team were contacted, an hour and twenty minutes
later their search had begun.
In less than an hour and a
half later the man was
found. Another great result
carried out in an impressive
time frame.
These two stories are just
selected at random from
many other examples and
just go to show how adaptable these marvellous dogs
and their handlers are.
It is coincidental that both
dogs go by the name ‘Red’.
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How chameleons capture their prey
Chameleons are fascinating creatures with amazing characteristics. Their feet have opposable toes, giving them a tong-like
appearance, to firmly grip branches. Their eyes move independently of each other to provide 360 degree vision. Their
skin changes colour via the active tuning of a lattice of nanocrystals contained in some cells. Their most outstanding characteristic is probably their ballistic tongue, allowing the capture
of distant preys.
Despite their nonchalant appearance, chameleons are formidable predators, leaving little chance to their prey. During a capture, their tongue whips out with an acceleration up to 1500
m/s² and extends to reach a length twice that of the chameleon's body. They are also able to capture prey weighing up to
30% of their own weight. Sufficient adhesion between the prey
and the tongue is therefore necessary to catch such prey.
Researchers from the Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle de
Paris, the Université de Mons (UMONS) and the Université libre
de Bruxelles (ULB) have just demonstrated that the mucus
secreted at the tip of a chameleon's tongue has a viscosity 400
times larger than the one of human saliva. The tongue's deformability during projection, producing a large contact area

with the prey, together with this viscous liquid, form a particularly efficient adhesive weapon.
These results provide a new methodology for studying prey prehension by other predators, such as salamanders or toads, using
the tongue to capture prey.

Cats seem to grasp the laws of physics
Cats understand the principle of ‘cause and effect’ as well as some elements of physics. Combining these abilities with their keen sense of
hearing, they can predict where possible prey hides. These are the findings of researchers from Kyoto University in Japan, led by Saho Takagi and published in Springer's journal Animal Cognition.
Thirty domestic cats were videotaped while an experimenter shook a container. In some cases this action went along with a rattling sound.
In others it did not, to simulate that the vessel was empty. After
the shaking phase, the container was turned over, either with an
object dropping down or not.
Two experimental conditions were congruent with physical laws,
where shaking was accompanied by a (no) sound and an (no) object to fall out of the container. The other two conditions were
incongruent to the laws of physics. Either a rattling sound was followed by no object dropping out of the container or no sound
while shaking led to a falling object.
The cats looked longer at the containers which were shaken together with a noise. This suggests that cats used a physical law to
infer the existence (or absence) of objects based on whether they
heard a rattle (or not). This helped them predict whether an object
would appear (or not) once the container was overturned.

Female fish flaunt fins to attract a mate
Sebastian Baldauf from the University of Bonn, Germany, worked
with a team of researchers to study the effects of female ornamentation in the African cichlid fish Pelvicachromis taeniatus. He
said, "In contrast to the well-known phenomenon of sexual selection influencing male traits, the expression of female ornaments
in relation to body size is almost completely unexplored."
Female P. taeniatus develop exceedingly large pelvic fins, which
differ from male fins in shape and color. During courtship, females fan out their violet pelvic fin, suggesting that the fin is actively used during mate choice. The researchers found that males
clearly preferred females with a larger pelvic fin and that pelvic
fins grew in a more disproportionate way than other fins on female fish.
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Greenland Sharks live for around 400 years
The Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus) is widely distributed across the North Atlantic, with adults reaching lengths of 400 to
500 centimeters (13 to 16 feet).
The biology of the Greenland shark is poorly understood, yet their extremely
slow growth rates, at about 1 cm per year, hint that these fish benefit from
exceptional longevity.
Traditional methods for determining the age of a species involve analyzing
calcified tissue, a feature that's sparse in Greenland sharks. Therefore, to
determine the average age of this species, Julius Nielsen et al. applied radiocarbon dating techniques to the eye lenses of 28 females caught as by-catch.
Their analysis suggests an average lifespan of at least 272 years.
The two largest sharks in this study, at 493 cm and 502 cm in length, were
estimated to be roughly 335 and 392 years old, respectively.
What's more, since previous reports suggest that females of this species
reach sexual maturity at lengths greater than 400 cm, the corresponding age
would be at least 156 years old, the authors say.
Based on these results, the Greenland shark is now the oldest-known vertebrate to roam the Earth.

Spider webs as vibration transmission structures
Now, a new collaboration between Oxford and Universidad Carlos III de Madrid has confirmed that spider webs are superbly tuned instruments for vibration transmission -- and that the type of information being sent can be controlled by adjusting factors such as web
tension and stiffness.
Their report in the Journal of the Royal Society Interface concludes
that spider web vibration is affected by changes in web tension, silk
stiffness and web architecture, all of which the spider is able to control.
Web-dwelling spiders have poor vision and rely almost exclusively on
web vibrations for their 'view' of the world. The musical patterns coming from their tuned webs provide them with crucial information on
the type of prey caught in the web and of predators approaching, as
well as the quality of prospective mates. Spiders carefully engineer
their webs out of a range of silks to control web architecture, tension
and stiffness, analogous to constructing and tuning a musical instrument.
Dr Beth Mortimer, lead author of the report, which made use of the
garden cross spider Araneus diadematus, said: 'Spider orb webs are
multifunctional structures, where both the transmission of vibrations
and the capture of prey are important.'

The giraffe is not one species but four
Scientists have stuck their necks out and decided that the giraffe is not one species,
but four.
Until now, only a single species of giraffe made up of several sub-species had been
recognised but new DNA evidence shows that four distinct species of the animals
exist - and they are genetically at least as different as brown and polar bears.
The unexpected discovery, published in the journal Current Biology, highlights the
urgent need to protect the world's tallest mammal, say researchers.
Geneticist Professor Axel Janke, from Goethe University in Germany, said: "We were
extremely surprised, because the morphological and coat pattern differences between giraffe are limited."
Giraffes are in dramatic decline across their range in Africa. In the last three decades
their numbers have dropped from more than 150,000 individuals to fewer than
100,000.
Yet relatively little research has been done on giraffes, compared with other large
animals such as elephants, rhinoceroses, gorillas and lions, say the researchers.
Prof Janke and his team looked at DNA taken from skin samples from 190 giraffes
from across Africa.
Analysis showed there were four highly distinct groups of giraffe, which apparently
do not mate with each other in the wild.
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Dogs were domesticated twice ... in different parts of the world
A major international research project on dog domestication, led by the University of
Oxford, has reconstructed the evolutionary history of dogs by first sequencing the
genome (at Trinity College Dublin) of a 4,800-year old medium-sized dog from bone
excavated at the Neolithic Passage Tomb of Newgrange, Ireland. The team (including
French researchers based in Lyon and at the National Museum of Natural History in
Paris) also obtained mitochondrial DNA from 59 ancient dogs living between 14,000 to
3,000 years ago and then compared them with the genetic signatures of more than
2,500 previously studied modern dogs.
The results of their analyses demonstrate a genetic separation between modern dog
populations currently living in East Asia and Europe. Curiously, this population split
seems to have taken place after the earliest archaeological evidence for dogs in Europe. The new genetic evidence also shows a population turnover in Europe that appears to have mostly replaced the earliest domestic dog population there, which supports the evidence that there was a later arrival of dogs from elsewhere. Lastly, a
review of the archaeological record shows that early dogs appear in both the East and
West more than 12,000 years ago, but in Central Asia no earlier than 8,000 years ago.
Combined, these new findings suggest that dogs were first domesticated from geographically separated wolf populations on opposite sides
of the Eurasian continent. At some point after their domestication, the eastern dogs dispersed with migrating humans into Eur ope where
they mixed with and mostly replaced the earliest European dogs. Most dogs today are a mixture of both Eastern and Western dogs -- one
reason why previous genetic studies have been difficult to interpret.

Dogs 'warn diabetics' after smelling low blood sugar
A chemical found in our breath could provide a flag to warn of dangerously-low blood
sugar levels in patients with type 1 diabetes, according to new research from the University of Cambridge. The finding, published in the journal Diabetes Care, could explain why some dogs can be trained to spot the warning signs in patients.
Claire Pesterfield, a paediatric diabetes specialist nurse at Addenbrooke’s Hospital,
Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust has type 1 diabetes, which requires insulin injections to manage blood sugar levels. She also has a dog that has
been trained by the charity Medical Detection Dogs to detect when her blood sugar
levels are falling to potentially dangerous levels.
“Low blood sugar is an everyday threat to me and if it falls too low – which it can do
quickly – it can be very dangerous,” says Claire. “Magic is incredible – he’s not just a
wonderful companion, but he’s my ‘nose’ to warn me if I’m at risk of a hypo. If he
smells a hypo coming, he’ll jump up and put his paws on my shoulders to let me
know.”
Hypoglycaemia – low blood sugar – can cause problems such as shakiness, disorientation and fatigue; if the patient does not receive a
sugar boost in time, it can cause seizures and lead to unconsciousness. In some people with diabetes, these episodes can occur suddenly with little warning.

A genetic link to aggression in dogs found
Recently published in BMC Genetics, a study led by researchers at Nationwide Children's Hospital reports that genetic predisposition to
aggression toward an owner or a familiar dog is distinct from that for fear and aggression directed at unfamiliar humans and dogs. The
researchers identified approximately 12 genes associated with these traits.
"Our strongest focus is on specific genes related to aggression toward unfamiliar humans and dogs, which are associated with highly relevant genes at
two genome regions," said Carlos Alvarez, PhD, principal investigator in the
Center for Molecular and Human Genetics in The Research Institute at Nationwide Children's Hospital. "Those genes are consistent with the core fear
and aggression neural pathway known as the amygdala to hypothalamicpituitary-adrenal axis."
The findings not only relate to the most important dog behavioural problems but are also likely to be highly relevant to human anxiety disorders,
according to Dr. Alvarez.
While the most immediate implications are for veterinary behavioral medicine -- genetic testing for risk of specific types of fear and aggression, the
long term implications for adults and children with anxiety disorders are
encouraging.
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Risk to small children from family dog often underestimated
"Dog owners should recognize situations in which their dog may feel harassed and they should intervene in time. Nevertheless, many bite
incidents occur right in front of the adults' eyes," explains study director Christine Arhant from the Institute of Animal Hu sbandry and
Animal Protection at Vetmeduni Vienna. Her team is investigating why bite incidents involving the family dog are so common even under
adult supervision. The group looked at the results of an online survey in order to provide the first analysis of parental atti tudes regarding
the supervision of child-dog interactions.
Situations involving unfamiliar dogs, even with relatively lower risk, were rated as potentially dangerous. When it comes to the family
dog, however, nearly all situations were rated as harmless with no need for intervention. Only the situation of a child cuddling with the dog in the dog's bed was rated as a
potential risk. Around 50 percent of respondents allow the child to play or cuddle with
the dog as much as they want. The same number leaves the child and dog unsupervised. Arhant concludes. "People trust their own dog and exclude the possibility of a
bite incident." This not only reduces attentiveness, but dog owners also assume that
the family dog is more tolerant and more patient than other dogs.
The lack of adequate resting areas and resting periods for the dog may create situations
in everyday life that could lead to a bite incident. Dog owners must therefore be instructed in proper child-dog supervision. Important factors include attentive observation, guidance of the child's interactions with the dog and separating the dog from the
child if necessary.

The impact of Brexit on animal welfare
It has to be said that the vote to leave the EU has caught Westminster
napping and only now are the politicians and civil servants grasping the
enormity of what lays ahead, particularly for animal welfare. Over the last
40 years or so there have been many EU directives and laws regarding how
we look after the interests of our animals, in fact it accounts for around
80% of our animal welfare legislation. Everything from performing animals,
farming and the food chain to transportation and the welfare of our pets
and many of these regulations and laws are not enshrined in UK law because there was no need. Once we make the break from the EU, this legislation will no longer apply to the UK and that void will have to be filled but
this will take time.
Whilst most cannot imagine the Pet Passport scheme stopping it is typical
of the sort of arrangement that will have to be renegotiated. There will be
no automatic acceptance of how things have been while the UK was an
integral part of the EU.
The effects will also be felt in the veterinary profession, statistics from the
RCVS show that around half of the vets registering in the UK qualified from
veterinary schools in Europe. The implications of their questionable right
to live and work in the UK are a serious concern.

Forthcoming Events
Classified
David Ryan PG Dip
(CABC) CCAB

Jackie Murphy A.Dip CBM / MISAP (beh) / MIfL (QTLS)
Accredited Animal Behaviourist
Member of The Canine Behaviour and Training Society
Ambassador of Great Britain for International Society of
Animal Professionals

Introducing a series of
talks around the UK by
the renowned author and
behaviourist.

Training and behaviour problems with dogs and cats
Email: jackiemurphy2020@hotmail.co.uk
Tel:
01474-365330
www.specialistdogtraining.co.uk

Dogs that Bite and Fight
8th Oct Canterbury

www.compass-education.co.uk
compass.ed@btinternet.com
Compass Education Ltd
The Animal Study Centre, Moss End, Corsock, Castle
Douglas DG7 3ED
Tel: 0845 458 5981 (local rate) or ++44 1644 440601 outside UK
Opening hours:
Mon - Thur 09.30 to 16.00, Fri 09.30 to 12.00
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For more details visit: http://www.dog-secrets.co.uk/tag/events/
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